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Table Visuals
The theme “Deep calls to deep” immerses us in many natural images for 
each Sunday of Lent: the sea, the woods, the changing sky, the wilderness, 
the earth, the current, the night, and the feast. The branches, rocks, and 
sand bring to mind the natural world. The dove and the Christ candle 
remind us of God’s presence with us through this season.

A simple Lenten display can start with this basic idea. Use a purple 
cloth, a large jar or vase, sand, rocks, a wintery branch, and a candle. For 
the dove ornament, you can use a Christmas ornament or the attached 
image of a dove (see last page).

Your Lenten table could stay like this throughout the season, and it 
would be a simple and beautiful centerpiece. These visuals are kept simple 
enough to be viewed on camera, as many of us have adapted to recorded 
or live-streamed services. Your table can also change with each Sunday’s 
theme throughout our Lent 2021 series. See below for suggestions.

Lent 1
Deep in the sea: Called to  
deep relationship
Add a light and dark blue broadcloth and a large 
shell. You could add additional shells.

Lent 2 
Deep in the woods: Called to  
deep commitment
Add a dark green broadcloth, fir branches in a small 
jar or vase, and some pinecones.
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Lent 4
Deep in the wilderness: Called to  
deep healing 
Add burlap, rocks, and driftwood. 

Lent 5
Deep in the earth: Called to deep growth  
Add black and light green broadcloth and a 
small plant.

Lent 6. Palm Sunday
Deep in the current: Called to deep hope
Add a light blue cloth, rock, and paddle.

Lent 3
Deep in the changing sky: Called to  
deep wisdom   
Add rainbow tulle to signify the changing sky..
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Easter Sunday
Deep in the feast: Called to deep living 
Add a yellow cloth, Bible, and a leaf-shaped platter. 
Add fruit to the platter if desired. 

Good Friday Tenebrae Service
Deep in the shadows: Called deep into 
the story
Add a black cloth, silver plate, sand, stones, candles, 
driftwood, and a large rock. The candles could be 
spread out at different heights, and a candle snuffer 
could be included.
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• Print the dove on white, cream, or gold paper and cut out the shape.
• Mount on boxboard using a glue stick.
• Cut out the shape once again around the edges.
• Use ribbon, twine, or string to suspend the dove.


